CODE COMPLIANCE REVIEW BOARD
COMPLAINT FORM

The Code Compliance Review Board has been established to review concerns from the public that a brewer's advertisements or marketing materials are inconsistent with the Beer Institute Advertising and Marketing Code, and that attempts to resolve those concerns directly with the responsible brewer have been unsuccessful.

To request review of a brewer's advertisement or marketing material by the Code Compliance Review Board, please review the introductory provisions of the Code, provide your contact information, and complete the complaint section.

You must complete a separate form for each advertisement or marketing material you would like the Board to review.

You can e-mail any questions about the complaint review process to adcode@beerinstitute.org.

Please read the Advertising and Marketing Code to gain background information on the Code that should help you understand the scope and purpose of the complaint review process.

Name: Rod Kovel

Organization you represent (if any):

Address: 2116 Merrick Avenue, Merrick NY 11566

Daytime Phone: __________________ Evening Phone: __________________

Fax: ___________________ E-mail address: rodkovel@juno.com

Are you over the age of 21? Yes x No

Please identify the name or title of the advertisement or describe the marketing material that is the subject matter of your complaint:

Meeting

Please identify the name of the brewer associated with the advertisement or marketing material:

Anheuser-Busch

What was the format of the advertisement or type of marketing material?
(Television; Radio; Billboard; Newspaper or Magazine Ad; Internet or other cyberspace media; Sign, display, or other material at a retail location; Licensed promotional clothing or other merchandise; Direct mail; Poster or handbill)

Television

Have you contacted the brewer directly? Yes x No
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If you have contacted the Brewer, did you receive a response?  Yes  X  No ________
(If possible, please attach a copy of the Brewer's response with this form and forward it to the Beer Institute.)

Where did you see the advertisement or marketing material?

Television

When did you see the advertisement or marketing material?
(If possible, please identify the date and approximate time of day for TV and radio ads)

02/01/09

Using Guidelines 2-12 of the Beer Institute Advertising and Marketing Code, which cover specific issues that the Code Compliance Review Board will consider, briefly explain why you believe an aspect of the advertisement or marketing material you saw is inconsistent with one or more Guidelines in the Code. Please include the Guideline number(s):

See attached sheet.
Rule 2c provides: "Beer advertising and marketing materials should not portray persons lacking control over their behavior, movement, or speech as a result of consuming beer or in any way suggest that such conduct is acceptable."

So in this ad, a gang of office workers – who are already drinking – goes wilding over the threat their beer supply may get cut off. Seems to me that AB is telling people here that uncontrolled, felonious behavior in a beer soaked environment is perfectly fine.

Note that under this rule there is absolute language: "advertising ... should not ... IN ANY WAY suggest that such conduct is acceptable." "IN ANY WAY" means IN ANY WAY. Humor does not cure a violation of 2c.

-Rule 2d provides "Beer advertising and marketing materials should not portray or imply illegal activity of any kind by an individual prior to, during, or after the individual consumes, purchases, or is served beer, unless the portrayal or implication of illegal activity is a basic element or feature of a parody or spoof and is readily identifiable as such."

So in this ad, exactly what "readily identified" underlying piece of literature or reality is being spoofed or parodied, given that those terms are specifically defined as relating to some pre-existing work of art or life? Note that I asked in the original complaint, and there was no response to this. I also asked the last time, after Super Bowl 41. I would think two years was enough to find some "readily identifiable" underlying work; if not, I think it should be assumed there is none, and that any claim to the contrary is bogus.

-Rule 4d provides "Beer advertising or marketing materials should not claim or represent that individuals cannot solve social, personal, or physical problems without beer consumption."

So in this ad, a desperate company is represented as totally unable to conduct a crucial meeting without enough beer around that it actually dents its budget, and that even the suggestion it could and must prompts violence.

Is AB not simply conveying to prospects that the way to deal with work is to drink on the job? Seems like a pretty stark contradiction of this rule too if a company is shown as being unable to perform a vital function without drinking during working hours.

In sum, the commercial was not just appalling, but in plain violation of the rules that the breweries wrote for themselves, giving themselves every benefit of the doubt.

I want it to stop.
February 17, 2009

Mr. Rod Kovel
2116 Merrick Avenue
Merrick, NY 11566

Dear Mr. Kovel:

The Beer Institute forwarded us your comments regarding our Bud Light “Meeting” commercial that aired during the Super Bowl. We always appreciate you taking the time to share your concerns with us.

We regret this ad offended you and were surprised to learn you did not see the activities in this spot as comical. We believe it is abundantly clear that the conversations and actions depicted in the ad are exaggerations and meant to be funny. That is reinforced by the cast-out character who, at the end of the spot, picks up his chair, dusts himself off and screams, “It was a joke.”

Anheuser-Busch has long found using humor in our advertising to be effective and popular among adult consumers. Our advertising undergoes extensive testing prior to airing, and this ad was highly rated among the dozens of randomly selected adults participating in our focus groups. In addition, all our advertising is subject to review by the television network standards and practices departments prior to airing. You might also be interested to know that this spot ranked tenth in popularity in USA Today’s Super Bowl Ad Meter and first on the newspaper’s poll of ads considered most relevant to these “recessionary times.”

Let me also emphasize that we direct our advertising to adults. In accordance with the Beer Institute Advertising and Marketing Code, we place our ads on programming with adult audience composition of 70 percent or greater, a standard reflective of the country’s population, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. For this year’s broadcast, 80 percent of the viewers were 21 years of age or older, according to The Nielsen Company, and the median viewer age was 42. Quite simply, we advertise during the Super Bowl because that’s what adult beer drinkers are watching.

Again, we regret you did not like this ad, and as always, we will keep your comments in mind as we develop future advertising. We respect your opinion and hope our response answers your questions, but if not, please let us know.

Sincerely,

Carol M. Clark

Carol M. Clark
USA TODAY's Ad Meter tracks the secondary-oriented responses of a panel of viewers to ads during the Super Bowl and versus live broadcast. Click on an ad in the results below to watch it with the panel's responses. Rate the ads yourself using the online rating button on the player toolbar. Scroll down the page to learn more about how Ad Meter works.

**View USA TODAY Ad Meter results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Ad Meter score</th>
<th>Online user rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donatos</td>
<td>Donatos' ad: A stylish tool for weekend</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budweiser</td>
<td>Budweiser's ad: A company that not only makes beer but also cares</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budweiser</td>
<td>Budweiser's ad: A company that not only makes beer but also cares</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgestone</td>
<td>Bridgestone's ad: A company that not only makes tires but also cares</td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td>🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donatos</td>
<td>Donatos' ad: An ad that shows how super power works</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars.com</td>
<td>Cars.com's ad: A company that not only makes cars but also cares</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedigree</td>
<td>Pedigree's ad: A company that not only makes food but also cares for pets</td>
<td>7.71</td>
<td>🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepsi</td>
<td>Pepsi's ad: A company that not only makes soda but also cares for the environment</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coca-Cola</td>
<td>Coca-Cola's ad: A company that not only makes soda but also cares for the environment</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bud Light</td>
<td>Bud Light's ad: A company that not only makes beer but also cares for the environment</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Related Advertising Links

- Visit USA TODAY's Super Bowl Ad Meter
- Watch more ads from the Super Bowl
- Read about the ad campaigns from the Super Bowl

**'Two nobodies from nowhere' craft winning Super Bowl ad**

By Bruce Hennitz, USA TODAY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sec.</th>
<th>Qtr.</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bud Light:</td>
<td>Corporate bean counter proposes no Bud Light at meetings to cut budget.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>7.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CareerBuilder.com:</td>
<td>When you know it's time to get a new job.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>7.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Trade:</td>
<td>Babies discuss &quot;brutal&quot; economy and E-Trade.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>7.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monster.com:</td>
<td>Old Job gets the wrong end of the moose.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denny's:</td>
<td>Tweaks rival's fancy pancakes, offers everyone free Grand Slam breakfast.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>6.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash4Gold:</td>
<td>Ed McMahon and MC Hammer trade gold mementoes for needed cash.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4th</td>
<td>5.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyundai:</td>
<td>Assurance program lets buyers return car without credit penalty if they lose job.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4th</td>
<td>4.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One Hundred Years of Humor in American Advertising

Fred K. Beard

This study addresses a gap in the extensive scholarly literature on advertising humor by exploring advertisers' uses of humor and explanations for its broad appeal as a message tactic throughout the previous century. The study's sources consist mainly of articles published in the important advertising trade journal Printers' Ink, supplemented with more recent articles from contemporary marketing and advertising trade journals. An examination of the evolution of professional thought regarding humor indicates that its use during various periods often represented a response to perceptions of changing societal factors and the consequent need to attract greater attention to advertising, the more frequent use of emotional versus rational appeals, the belief that advertising should entertain, changing perceptions of the role of advertising, and the content of the entertainment media.

Keywords: advertising humor; marketing history; advertising history; advertising message strategy

A round the turn of the last century, most of the serious-minded architects of modern advertising—such as John E. Powers, Albert Lasker, John B. Kennedy, Claude Hopkins, and Ernest E. Calkins—held the use of humor in low favor. Outrageous claims, limericks, slogans combined with "gag cartoons" (Rowsome 1970), racial and ethnic caricatures (Laird 1998), and a "flippant style of copy" (Freshrey 1929) are examples of the shallow humor that can be found in the newspaper and trade-card advertising of the mid- to late-1800s. Most of the progressive members of the emerging discipline, however, preferred to follow the advice of George P. Rowell: "Be serious and dignified, but active and lively. Leave wit, however good it may be, entirely aside" (1888, cited in Presrey 1929, 276).

Yet the prevalent use and broad popularity of advertising humor among advertisers and audiences confirms its contemporary appeal. Estimates of the use of humor in U.S. television advertising range from 11 percent to 24 percent (Alden, Hoyer, and Lee 1993; Weinberger and Spotts 1989; Speck 1991) to as high as 50 percent (Burnett, Fisk, and Lunsford 1987; Speck 1987). Researchers report similar or higher usage in other countries (Alden, Hoyer, and Lee 1993; Toncar 2001; Weinberger and Spotts 1989) and other media (McCullough 1992; Weinberger and Campbell 1991). As Roman and Maas (1976, 25) note, "Everyone likes funny commercials. Creative people like creating them. Advertisers are pleased to be running them. The consumer enjoys them."

Although both academic and industry researchers have studied extensively the characteristics and effects of advertising humor, authoritative explanations for its acceptance among advertisers at various points in time are absent from either the scholarly or trade literatures. This article presents the first attempt to explore the evolution of professional thought regarding the use of humor in advertising for mainly branded, consumer goods from the perspective of the individuals directly responsible for its use. It seeks, in other words, explanations for how modern advertising has arrived at the present state of affairs—visibly dominated by successful (and often unsuccessful) attempts to amuse in the name of persuasion.

The purposes of this study, therefore, are to (1) broadly reveal how humor in advertising has been put to use; (2) provide some sense of past successes and failures; (3) reveal, perhaps, some principles applicable to the future; and (4) satisfy some of the natural curiosity most marketing and advertising practitioners and scholars likely have about their predecessors. As Starr and Sloan (1989) note, "Principles and problems, potential and pitfalls can all be underscored by such knowledge" (p. 18). The paragraphs that follow describe the study’s method, topical focus, and organization.

Three sets of secondary sources were used in the immersion stage of the study, which consisted of reviewing the sources to aid in topic familiarization, focus, and category development (Smith 1989): (1) advertising histories (Fox
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categories were then applied in the analysis of the records (i.e., articles) in a deductive fashion, using definitions and examples of each category. However, new categories were also allowed to emerge from the closer readings of the articles. Examples of these categories include the following: (1) the influence of the entertainment media, (2) changing perceptions of the audience to which advertising was delivered, and (3) the use of tactical humor with other strategic message approaches. Professional thought for the 1970s through present day was then identified by the author using a literature search, restricted to advertising trade journals, with the goal of producing contemporary records as equivalent as possible to those found in the Little Schoolmaster. The same set of categories and analytical procedures was applied to the contemporary sources.

The qualitative approach used in this study does not provide for the objective assessment of reliability that quantitative content analysis does; the debate among historians over qualitative versus quantitative methods has been long and occasionally acrimonious (Nord 1989). The approach, however, does account for midtwentieth-century objections against superficial analyses resulting from sometimes overly simplistic efforts to quantify data (Mayring 2000). It also has the advantage of being consistent with the methods of traditional, humanistic historical research. In other words, it is "a form of empirical inquiry that uses theoretical constructs to attempt to make true statements about the past" (Nord 1989, 292).

The findings of the study are presented chronologically, detailing contextual background and supporting data for each of five periods. Differing beliefs regarding some issues often appear during the same periods, and the findings reveal often subtle changes in terms of professional thought in general and humor in particular.

"REASON-WHY" AND THE DIGNIFIED SELL: 1900s–1910s

Much advertising at the turn of the past century was based on providing information, with prominent copywriters such as John E. Powers viewing it as news. "Powers was, perhaps, the first advertising man with a 'nose for news.' He was the first to realize that the everyday happenings of a big store were news, and news that could be made interesting and attractive" (Department store advertising 1902, 8). Industry lore credits John E. Kennedy in 1905 with the more persuasive, hard-sell "salesmanship-in-print" approach (Presbrey 1929; Rowsome 1970), which provided a basis for the influential "reason-why." Neither approach during this period (referred to as "tell vs. sell") relied much on humor. Both evolved as advertising agencies assumed control over the creation of the advertising message and represented virtuous rejections of the showy, aggressive "humbug" style used by many patent-medicine purveyors in the mideighteenth to

The influential, image-oriented, "atmospheric" style of copywriter and agency founder Theodore F. MacManus—featuring stylishly elaborate layouts and emotional appeals—was a direct contradiction of the reason why and its mainly rational appeals. MacManus's soft-sell approach was well established by 1910, following advertiser acceptance that there was some necessity "for appealing to the emotions in certain fields of publicity" (Editorial 1903, 34). Yet it too eschewed the use of humor and sought to engage consumers with elitist impressions of "effortless quality and class" (Fox 1984).

Placed in such a context of professional thought, it seems clear why the majority of writers during this period expressed negative opinions toward humor. One frequent criticism was that humor was in poor taste and could easily become offensive and vulgar. Such criticisms were often expressed as warnings against "flippancy" (i.e., impertinence). A second, and related, pervasive belief was that humor is undignified. As one advertiser cautioned, "Don't sacrifice dignity to misapply humor in copy... Coarse jokes and ribald jests and vulgar slang in advertisements are not likely to cause buyers to open their purses" (Editorial 1903, 34). Another advertiser similarly observed, "It's all right to be a clown if you're connected with a circus" (Grey 1908, 35).

The majority of writers, in the mainstream, suggested that negative attitudes toward humor were associated with negativism toward cleverness and novelty in general. "The search for novelty ranks among the greatest channels of waste, beyond doubt" (Novelty 1904, 23). Most advertisers rejected novelty because they believed it would distract readers from the advertising message. Many advertisers' objections to humor, novelty, and cleverness may also have been motivated by professional embarrassment over the excessively dishonest and tasteless humbug advertising of the previous century, as well as the desire to enhance the professional and social status of advertising and its practitioners (Laird 1998; Marchand 1985; Pollay 1985; Rowsome 1970). The majority's attitudes toward humor are well represented by an institutional ad (see Figure 1) for the Lord & Thomas agency, published in a 1916 issue of *Printers' Ink*.

Writings about the use of jingles and other forms of "doggerel verse" acknowledged concerns about the need for novelty and the ever-increasing challenge of attracting attention. Limericks, such as those created by Minnie Maude Hanff for the introduction of Force cereal in 1902 (and later continued by Ernest E. Calkins), were among a small handful of intentionally humorous ads used by mainstream advertisers during this period (Fox 1984). As noted by one advertiser, "Whether they sold goods or not I cannot tell. But they surely performed the first function of the advertisement as we understand it—that of attracting attention" (Schwartz 1901, 16). However, it is also important to note that their use soon declined—repudiated even by Calkins—due to the belief that they failed to sell products (Pope 1983).

Writers also implied that the popular entertainment media influenced their beliefs in favor of a less serious, lighter tone. One writer proposed, "Less dignity and more of the sort of jazz that enlivens the story pages of the magazine might not be amiss in the advertising pages" (Williams 1917, 46). Yet it is clear that even writers in favor of more consumer-focused, novel copy with limited humor never lost sight of the purpose

---

**Lord & Thomas Creeds**

**No. 8. Sincerity**

*Humor has no place in advertising. Nor has poetry. Nor any touch of lightness. Spending money is serious business. And most folks so regard it.*

*You are seeking confidence. Deserve it. You are courtly respect. Avoid frivolity. People are not reading ads for amusement. They seek information. And they want it from a man who seems sincere.*

*Picture a typical customer. Consider his wants—and his ignorance—respecting what you have to sell.*

*Consider the importance—to him and to you—of what you ask him to do.*

*Write as though that man were before you.*

*Write as though your future depended on that sale. Your future does, when your words go to millions.*

*Don't pass an ad until you feel that the reader will find it irresistible.*

*Make your case impregnable.*

*Make every word ring with truth.*

*There is nothing so winning in the world as absolute sincerity. Nothing is so abhorrent as its lack.*

---

**FIGURE 1**  **THIS 1916 AD FOR THE INFLUENTIAL LORD & THOMAS AGENCY MAKES ITS POSITION ON HUMOR IN ADVERTISING ABSOLUTELY CLEAR**
of advertising—to make a sale. As one writer observed, "It's all right if your ads make people smile—provided also that they make them purchase from you" (Editorial 1902, 10).

EMOTIONAL APPEALS AND ENTERTAINMENT: 1920s–1940s

Advertising became more personal and consumer focused during the 1920s (LaRoi 1985; Marchand 1985) as advertisers increasingly viewed human nature as instinctive and irrational (Curti 1967). George Gallup's seminal research—and the success of "low-brow" publications such as True Story Magazine and the New York Daily News—had confirmed advertisers' suspicions that they were addressing a "tabloid audience" that responded to "unsophisticated, sensationalized, and frivolous entertainment" (Fox 1984). The use of such tactics is consistent with the "visibility school," which proposes "the main task in advertising is to get the public's attention—through humor, bizarre visuals, anything that will grab" (Schudson 1984, 74).

Similar attitudes are reflected in the evolving belief that audience members would respond more to emotional appeals than logical arguments and reasons. This was believed to be especially true for the female audience to which much advertising for branded products during this period was directed. As one advertiser noted, "We have dethroned Old Man 'Reason Why,' and in his stead have crowned Mistress Emotion" (Wallen 1921, 70). By the mid-1930s, the president of the prominent N. W. Ayer & Son agency was warning advertisers to "remember that very few men are patient enough to untangle a heavy, involved or highly technical description of facts, however interesting the facts themselves might be" (Fry 1935, 71). The use of humor had become sufficiently prevalent by 1922 to justify one freelance humorist's attempt to solicit clients with a classified ad in Printers' Ink (see Figure 2).

However, neither announcement advertising nor the reason-why fell completely from favor during this period (Marchand 1985), nor did their advocates change their minds about humor. Of the articles written about reason-why versus impressionistic advertising, the majority argued in favor of the hard sell and criticized the lack of it. In 1925, the Lord & Thomas agency ran Figure 3's advertisement in Printers' Ink, cautioning advertisers against the excessive use of "cleverness" and the inclusion of material "extraneous" to their subjects.

Similarly, when the reason-why was adapted for radio in the 1930s by Frank Hummert (Fox 1984), its use was deemed inconsistent with humor. Hummert, who had trained at Lord & Thomas with Hopkins, would not use humor, cleverness, or novelty, believing they might attract attention but would not sell the product (Fox 1984). Conversely, it is also important to note that Hummert and his colleagues were among the first to hire celebrities, such as Bob Hope and Jack Benny, to endorse products in radio advertising (Meyers 1984). These comedians seamlessly integrated humor with entertainment on the radio, as they would also later do on television.

Writings of this period reveal that advertisers had started using humor in a variety of selling situations, rejecting the reason-why advocates' claim that it was universally applicable (Pope 1983). A writer described the difficulties one advertiser faced in selling his product—described as "the jig-ger that stiffness your shoe-upper around the heel, and holds the parts together" (Wilder 1922, 87)—because it was made with man-made material rather than leather. Shoe manufacturers were reluctant to use the product (called a Moussam counter) even though it was better and lasted longer than those made from leather because of a "popular prejudice" in favor of the "all-leather shoe."

This makes it rather difficult at times for the fibre manufacturer, whose customers all admit that his logic is unanswerable, but they can't buy his goods because their retailers demand leather counters. And the retailer also will cheerfully admit the force of the argument, but "all leather" is a talking point too valuable for him to pass up. At any rate, he thinks it is, and the problem is to get him to unthink it. Logical? Forceful, unanswerable, reason-why? Fine! But it happens that he admits all the logic beforehand, and is quite sincere about it, which rather deprives a reason-why campaign of some of its force.... As a result, a semi-humorous vein of copy appeal was developed, with the object of "kidding" the dealer out of his attitude if he could not be pried out of it. (Wilder 1922, 87)

One of the ads from the campaign, which used humorous limericks, is shown in Figure 4.

An article from 1923 described several other instances in which advertisers had adopted humor for trade audiences. "That there is humor in business relations and in advertising arguments appears to be borne out by any number of interesting business paper campaigns of late" (Townsend 1923, 81. Similar to others who described the increasing use of humor, this author defined some emergent principles. For example, he warned of the danger of making fun of the audience. "That's the 'catch' in it—if fun is to be had with anyone, let
Hold It 2 Weeks

Don't publish that "clever" ad just yet—it may be too costly an indulgence.

A good rule in advertising is when an ad seems "clever" to hold it, say two weeks for another reading. Then you may drop it in the waste basket.

It is a rule, every advertising agent, every newspaper and magazine publisher, every writer should have painted in bold letters and pasted on his wall. It will save headlines in both dollars and missed sales.

Ads that seem clever rarely sell much merchandise.

Ads that are clever never show it. Like the successful connoisseur, they do their best work without the audience being conscious of it.

Yet few of us escape the desire, at times, to throw off the shackles a bit and "do" a clever piece of copy.

For instance, one of the advertisements for ourselves, intended for this series, was all in type, ready to go to press, under the heading, "Carthage Must Be Destroyed."

We wanted to show the power of repetition of a given thought in advertising. The text dealt with Gato's inevitable warning to the Roman Senate, "Carthage Must Be Destroyed," as an example of the power of stressing a central idea. So we thought that would make a fine heading for the ad.

Only our "hold it two weeks" rule saved us from becoming a published mistake, because nature considered, and a "cold" reading made obvious that the Carthage theme, while permissive, when used in the text, was extraneous to our subject as a headline.

So, the advertisement was released with the text unchanged but with "The Central Idea in Advertising" as its heading.

The object of advertising is to sell goods by convincing the public the goods are essential to the lives of people. And that is a serious business. Tricks, slogans, cleverness won't do it.

You must mold public opinion your way. And that means a convincing tone, well chosen words, simply phrased sentences and common-sense thought.

Study Arthur Bryant's "TODAY." Millions read him. Study the style of other great editorial writers. They sway millions.

Study successful advertising. Millions read it and it sells millions. Do that, and you will never run a "clever" ad.

Lord & Thomas

NEW YORK 600 Madison Avenue
320 Park Avenue

LONDON, ENGLAND 25 South Audley Street

SAN FRANCISCO 1515 Stockton Street


good advertising requires a complete understanding of itself, a complete understanding of the product advertised, and an understanding of the client. (Weir 1935, 20)

The description of a consumer campaign from 1930 revealed two more important progressions in professional thought. First, the notion that advertising might usefully entertain without selling at all was mentioned for the first time. Second, as revealed in the following quotation, the writer similarly acknowledged that advertisers might have goals other than directly selling their products:

For a reader doesn't necessarily buy a product because he remembers an advertisement. Nor is he necessarily sold by an advertisement because he remembers what product it advertised. He is sold and he buys because of the second requirement of a good advertisement—that it make an impression, and a favorable one. (Weir 1935, 20)

The ad for coffee shown in Figure 6 accompanied a Printers' Ink article and illustrates both the entertainment
orientation and the perceived value of favorable impressions. "The jokes which appear in this campaign are run simply to produce smiles. There is no attempt to have any one of them illustrate or suggest a sales point for Van Dyk coffee. The only selling copy in the advertisements is a phrase which runs under the name slug" (Advertising coffee 1930, 103).

Positive attitudes toward humor and a more entertaining sell in general are associated with two other transitions quite evident during this period. First, some advertisers confirmed the emerging belief that humor appeals to all audiences; for instance, "Almost anyone is susceptible to humor. It has an appeal which is undeniably universal" (Townsend 1923, 84–86). As another noted, "George M. Cohan’s famous statement, ‘Always leave ‘em laughing when you say good-bye’ has as much meat in it for the advertiser as for the actor” (Advertising coffee 1930, 103). Second, as in the previous period, writers also connected their beliefs in favor of more entertaining and humorous advertising with the influence of the entertainment media. “Adventure, color and romance are taking their place in the best sellers among books and magazines in place of the ultra-realistic stories of a few years ago. This change in the character of words being written by the men who appeal to the great masses, is, in my opinion, being reflected in the advertising pages” (Dickinson 1928, 76). Another related this to the influence of entertainment in print, film, and radio: "the success of the comic strip in newspapers and of comedy acts in the movies, on the stage and over the air
seemed to this company to be convincing proof that nothing succeeds like laughter” (Advertising coffee 1930, 103).

The period is also notable for its use of cartoons and comic strips, not only in consumer advertising but in business-to-business and trade advertising as well. Indeed, the classified ad in Figure 7 from a 1927 issue of Printers’ Ink indicates that the use of both humor and cartoons had become sufficiently prevalent to merit a freelance cartoonist’s advertising of his services.

A decade later, successful work for the Fili-gun by Theodor (“Dr. Seuss”) Geisel led to a new client, the Chilton Pen Company Inc. It is interesting to note that Chilton hired Geisel to replace their traditional, nonhumorous advertising (“Formal, serious pictures illuminated formal, serious text”) with humorous advertising of the type shown in Figure 8 (It’s a real pen name now 1937, 34).

USP AND THE CREATIVE REVOLUTION: THE 1950s–1960s

The soft-sell impressionistic and hard-sell reason-why schools coexisted in the 1950s and 1960s. Rosser Reeves’s contention that a unique selling proposition (USP) was the most important element of an ad had its roots in Kennedy’s salesmanship in print; Reeves, in fact, “mentored in the Hopkins ‘reason-why’ tradition” (Maxwell 1999, 71). At least one of Reeves prescriptions is strikingly similar to earlier warnings about the distracting nature of novelty: “at all costs, advertisers should avoid the most dangerous word of all in advertising—originality” (Reeves, cited in Fox 1984, 193). Likewise, David Ogilvy drew on Hopkins’s reason-why
school, but also from the image tradition of MacManus and Young & Rubicam cofounder Raymond Rubicam (Maxwell 1999). In Ogilvy's (1964) first book, he offered his well-known admonition to avoid humor because it sells poorly.

Conversely, a creative revolution occurred during this period. The approach of MacManus student and agency founder Leo Burnett (1962) emphasized the "inherent drama" of products and services and often relied on humor and "critters" (Fox 1984). Other Reeves's opponents "wanted advertising to charm, amuse and entertain, along with the sales pitch" (Ad pioneer Reeves, 73, dies 1984, 4). Similarly, William Bernbach's celebrated Volkswagen's advertising of the 1960s—produced by Bernbach and written and designed by Julian Koenig and Helmut Krone—which often included humor. During this period, Stan Freberg (who had dubbed Reeves "the dean of the Gastro-Intestinal School of Advertising" [Ad pioneer Reeves, 73, dies 1984, 4]) produced humorous ads for Chun King and Contadin; Howard Gossage (who lured Freberg into advertising) wrote "lighthearted copy" (How humor wins reader response 1961, 40) for Rover cars and Eagle shirts; and Mary Wells created humorous ads for Alka-Seltzer and Braniff Airlines (Maxwell 1999).

During this period, especially in the transition to greater use of television, many writers affirmed that the goal of advertising is to be "interesting and entertaining as well as to sell the product" (Local ham jousts national brands on TV 1959, 53). Frequent contributions also reveal that advertisers were continuing the use of tactical humor with reason-whyness strategies. In an article describing humorous advertising for a business-to-business advertiser, the writer noted, "The ads sell benefits galore" (Keline 1956a). Advertising written and designed by copywriter and humorous book author Ed Zern for the Nash automobile was praised for being "a light approach that mixes humor with selling points that get across all of Nash's important advantages for outdoor sportsmen" (Deyer 1951, 53; see Figure 9).

However, as the author of a piece describing a humorous business-to-business campaign noted, humor needs to be relevant: "A fresh approach with the light touch can work wonders for sales, if it can be identified with what you're selling" (Crowell 1957, 28).

In a revealing piece describing "today's rash of tongue-in-cheek advertising," the writer described how motivation researcher Ernest Dichter linked the use of humor to the positive economic and social tenor of the times and related societal factors.

The old bromide that the average intelligence age of the consumer is 12 has been discarded. Advertisers are secure and they feel they can indulge in some self-kidding... And that little old consumer is happy about the possibilities of the future; he is living and laughing it up while letting off steam accumulated over the past 10 years. Thus, the gaiety of the times reflects itself in the advertising of the times. (Keline 1956b, 29-30)

By 1958, on television, both events and writings suggest that advertisers had become sufficiently comfortable with humorous tactics to bend their own rules. For example, one writer described how Bristol Myers "allowed its commercials to be introduced over the CBS television network on Sunday evening prime time by a sardonic man who maligns the sponsor, insults the commercials, and chides the TV audience" (Bristol-Myers' Alfred Hitchcock 1958, 63). The success of Hitchcock's disparaging humor is attributed to its ability "to gain television audience attention for" the commercials, the advertiser's "high degree of sophistication," and a product adaptable to humor (Bristol-Myers' Alfred Hitchcock 1958).

However, few, if any, advertising humorists broke more rules during this period than Stan Freberg. Freberg, for example, successfully defied prevailing beliefs with a humorous "pull" radio-and-television campaign for Kaiser aluminum foil that made supermarket managers the butt of the joke.

**BACK TO "THE BASICS" AND THE RINEY SOFT SELL: THE 1970s–1980s**

By the early 1970s, the creative revolution was "dead, kaput" (Della Femina 1971), and in the latter half of the 1970s
and throughout the 1980s, the hard-sell and soft-sell schools coexisted with reason—why in a new form: positioning (Ries and Trout 1981). Some suggest that advertising in the 1970s "harkened back to the 1950s hard-sell style" (Maxwell 1999), influenced, in part, by economic recession and changing perspectives of the audience. "Turned off to today's consumer products is what's happening with many members of the younger set... This generation, 'The Basics,' wants to know exactly what is in a product before buying it—more so than any previous generations" (Angelus 1971, 52).

Ogilvy observed that "Today, thank God, we are back in business as salesmen instead of pretentious entertainers. The pendulum is swinging back our way—the Hopkins way" (cited in Maxwell 1999, 84). However, by the time he published his second book in 1985, Ogilvy revealed that he had changed his mind about humor.

Conventional wisdom has always held that people buy products because they believe them to be nutritious, or labor-saving, or good value for money—not because the manufacturer tells jokes on television... I think this was true in Hopkins' day, and I have reason to believe that it remained true until recently, but the latest wave of factor-analysis reveals that humor can now sell. (163)

There were also signs of another creative revolution in the 1980s, with an increasing reliance on emotional appeals and image advertising (Sivulka 1998). The continuing influence of San Francisco agency founder Howard Luck Gossage—who influenced advertisers everywhere with advertising characterized by witty, wry, and occasionally satirical conversations with consumers—was seen in the work of several agencies, such as the one headed by Hal Riney.

The fewest writings on the topic of humor were found during this period. Those available began with influential copywriter John Caples ("They laughed when I sat down at the piano. But when I started to play..."), who began his career as a copywriter in 1925. In a 1975 piece summarizing his "Rules for Advertising," rule eighteen states, "Avoid humor. You can entertain a million people and not sell one of them" (48). Other statements about humor during the period, however, are generally positive and link humor with the belief that it humanizes advertising and possibly the sponsor as well. "Humor needs to come out of human interest—not from vaudeville, not from slapstick, not from sophomoric jokes, not from Madison Ave. "In" jokes, not from slob characters" (McManus 1976, 72). Freberg, perhaps the period's most prolific advertising humorist, expressed the notion in the following way: "If a company does a funny spot, it's obviously not taking itself too seriously, right? It must have a good product or else it couldn't afford to kid around. That's the theory" (cited in Bayer 1984, 104).

In the 1980s, Riney's influential soft sell often relied on humor, yet it was generally wry and understated and served primarily to evoke a mood (Winski 1982). Riney's use of humor is linked to his rejection of the hard sell.

We're asking advertising to depend too much on the rational, and much less, or not at all, on the effective element of our business, which is emotion. The rational element is often merely what people use to justify emotional decisions. Knowing when and how to use emotion is the most important part of an advertising person's job. (Riney, cited in Winski 1982, M2)

As in earlier periods, writers acknowledged that the entertainment media influenced their use of humor, as well as other advertising approaches. As one advertiser observed, "Television has changed mass communication more than most people realize. You can look at the guy when he's saying it and see if there is a smile on his lips or a twinkle in his eye. And the visual situation may have a human interest humor all its own that the printed word cannot easily convey" (McManus 1976, 72). Freberg made the connection more directly: "why not make the sponsor's message as interesting as the show itself?" (cited in Bayer 1984, 105). Still, and despite his belief in the value of humor in advertising, Freberg argued the importance of an appropriate outcome: "a commercial doesn't become an art form to me unless it succeeds at the point of sale or has solved some marketing problem" (cited in Bayer 1984, 110).

AGGRESSIVE HUMOR:
THE 1990s—POST-9/11

Advertisers in the 1990s often expressed concern about advertising's effectiveness and the century-old debate between hard and soft sell continued (Beard forthcoming). The 1990s version of the debate has been described as a basic disagreement between those who believe advertising should directly sell "by giving consumers just the facts" and those in favor of building "an emotional bond between consumers and brands that goes beyond product attributes" (Kuperman, cited in Vagnoni 1997, 20).

In a professional milieu of hard sell, soft sell, and a mix of the two, humor during this period was a frequent topic of discussion. In terms of continuity, many advertisers expressed the belief that humor is appropriate for almost any selling situation and associated it with the soft sell. As a Leo Burnett Co. creative director observed, "Comedy is kind of a universal language. It's a way to get everybody who's watching to sort of engage with your brand" (Akers, cited in Dunlap 2000, 20). Similarly, the belief that humor can attract attention and create a positive mood was frequently mentioned. For instance, "Make people laugh and they like you. If people like you, they pay attention, and attention is what advertisers are paying for" (Valencia 2001, 4).
One theme that continued during this period was that advertisers should adapt their use of humor to changing societal factors, such as "the mood of the times and the economy in general" (Devaney 2002, 36). The president of the W.B. Doner & Co. agency expressed this belief in the following way:

Humor is what we took in 1929, during two world wars, Korea, Vietnam and the recession of the 70s. And it's what we will take today. We in the business of selling will employ humor or we'll run the risk of driving consumers to depression and depression, and away from our products and our stores. (Fried 1991, 26)

This theme became especially apparent following the terrorist attack of September 11, 2001. As Keith Reinhard, chairman of one of the country's largest advertising agencies, observed in an Adweek column, "Given the current mood, now is the time to prove as never before that advertising that sells can also celebrate humanity and mutual affirmation. And that humor, the great sales tool of the ages, does not have to be coarse. It just has to be funny" (Reinhard 2001, 12).

Other writings on advertising humor following 9/11 were consistent with writings from earlier periods regarding inappropriate humor. Moreover, many advertisers prophesied that the attack would especially affect the use of aggressive humor. For example, a creative director for the Cliff Freeman & Partners agency observed that a commercial in which an iron worker falls off a building and is impaled would not be seen again. "There are certain things you just don't want to go near now" (Silver, cited in Linnett 2002, 6). Similarly, "We've already observed that snide, cynical humor no longer resonates. Poking fun is still fine, but disparagement is not" (Novick 2001, 29). Television commercials for Cliff Freeman & Partners clients Outpost.com (in which gerbils are fired from a cannon) and Budget Rent A Car Corp. (in which customers fall asleep and ostensibly crash while driving aromatherapy-equipped rental cars) are other examples of the aggressive humor of the present period.

However, many advertisers did not believe the effects of 9/11 on humor would be long-term—beliefs that proved prophetic. As summarized by one writer, "According to a number of top creative directors asked to appraise the state of creative advertising at the six-month anniversary of the terror attacks, comedy came back faster than initially imagined" (Vagnoni 2002, 8). Indeed, many Super Bowl XXXVI advertisements, only a few months after 9/11, relied on humor (Devaney 2002), albeit with "softened edges" (Linnett 2002). By Super Bowl XXXVIII, aggressive comedy had possibly exceeded its pre-9/11 levels (Goodman 2004).

Other writings on the topic of humor during this period were also consistent with earlier writings. For instance, observations about the relationship between advertising and entertainment, both before and after 9/11, reveal the continuing belief that advertising should be entertaining. An executive vice president and creative director for Batten, Barton, Durstine, and Osborn New York observed that humor is "a good way to get people to let their guard down and enjoy the story rather than feeling something is being shoved down their throat" (Bruce, cited in Dunlap 2000, 19). Likewise, "If there was ever a time when advertising and entertainment needed to converge, it's now.... With 'their worst nightmares' on their minds, we need to entertain to break through. Ads that entertain are like oxygen: a moment to breathe, a release from the events of the day" (Novick 2001, 29).

As in earlier periods, writers linked the characteristics of advertising humor to those of the entertainment media. One advertiser observed, "Almost by instinct we follow the lead of events and entertainment" (Fried 1991, 26). The aggressive humor of this period was linked to the influence of much earlier Saturday Night Live ad parodies by one advertiser (Valencia 2001). The frequent use of extreme "frat boy" humor in the latter part of the 1990s (Donaton 1999, 36) was attributed to youth-oriented films such as Scary Movie and MTV (Dunlap 2000).

Finally, and quite appropriately, advertisers in the final decade of the twentieth century expressed concerns similar to their predecessors about the effective use of humor and its relationship to the proper role of advertising. "Just to keep people from zapping you is not reason enough to do something that is totally irrelevant to what you're selling" (Freberg, cited in Garfield 1992, 52). Referring to humorous TV commercials for Rice Krispies Treat Bars, the director of the commercials noted, "We didn't do this work just to have fun... We did it to execute a business objective, which was to appeal to teens and become a relevant brand in their lives" (Tozzi, cited in Dunlap 2000, 20).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

During the first decade or so of the past century, the majority of major U.S. advertisers favored serious, rational advertisements that were delivered to what was believed to be a likewise serious-minded audience. Humor was mainly avoided because it was seen as undignified and in poor taste—a professionally embarrassing reminder of the humbug entertainment and patent-medicine advertising of the previous century. It was also viewed as inconsistent with what was believed to be effective advertising—that which sells products directly. The criticism that "humor doesn't sell" continued throughout the twentieth century.

Early beliefs that humor threatened the dignity of advertisers seem similar to contemporary beliefs that humor contributes little to source credibility (Madden and Weinberger 1984). It also seems likely that "tasteful" humor became acceptable to some advertisers during the first decade or so of the twentieth century as they became progressively more concerned about attracting attention to their advertising. As Laird (1998) noted, competition intensified during this
period, as productivity increased; regional products became national, branded ones; and print media proliferated. Thus, it seems clear why advertisers began to argue that advertising should be more consumer focused, less dignified, lighter, original, clever, and novel. That humor can attract attention was referenced frequently and consistently by advertisers throughout the twentieth century.

The findings reveal that professional thought in favor of humor evolved along with (1) the more frequent use of emotional appeals of all kinds; (2) changing perspectives of audiences and their characteristics; (3) the recognition that advertising might help achieve marketing objectives other than selling products directly; (4) the rediscovery that advertising should, in certain situations, entertain; (5) changes in the content and tone of the entertainment media; (6) the emergence of the broadcast media, first radio and then television; and (7) the slowly evolving belief that humor and novelty need not necessarily be distracting if they are relevant. Consistent with Gallup's finding that people enjoy cartoons and comics, use of these elements provided a point of entry for the more frequent and occasionally respectable use of humor during the 1930s.

Although humor is often associated with emotional appeals and the soft sell, it is interesting to note that advertisers as early as the late 1920s were combining tactical humor with rational, reason-why-style selling points. Such a finding is consistent with Madden and Weinberger's (1984) finding that contemporary advertisers believe humor can enhance the registration of simple copy points. This discovery also helps explain another unexpected finding: despite the professional taboo that business-to-business advertisers should avoid humor, among the earliest uses of humor were advertisements targeting trade audiences. The use of humor in business-to-business advertising was common throughout the past century.

The findings and conclusions of this study are, of course, limited in several ways. Whereas some contextual background provides insight into the use of humor in nineteenth-century advertising, data collection was limited to the twentieth century. As noted earlier, although qualitative approaches to content analysis are consistent with traditional historical research methods, they lack strong evidence for reliability. This study is also limited by the sources used for the final thirty years of the twentieth century, mainly that in advertisers themselves were generally no longer primary sources. Their beliefs and opinions, although still often in their own words, became filtered by the journalists who interviewed them.

The study is also limited by the absence of a broad, representative sample of advertisements themselves. Future historical research on the use of humor in advertising could usefully attempt to confirm the findings using advertisements, biographies, and autobiographies of advertising practitioners, as well as early and contemporary textbooks. In addition, a content analysis of humorous ads would offer an opportunity to address another limitation of this study: its treatment of advertising humor throughout the previous century as a homogeneous phenomenon. Recent research on humor types would provide a useful approach for examining the types of humor used during different periods, for different types of products, and in the various mass media.

Finally, given that the findings of this historical study indicate that the use of humor in advertising seems to be mainly influenced by prevailing professional thought, it would be insightful to replicate the sole existing survey on the topic among advertising practitioners (Madden and Weinberger 1984). The infrequent reference to scientifically conducted research on the effects of advertising humor in the professional discussion on the topic further suggests the value of comparing professional beliefs regarding its effectiveness with conclusions based on the broad and growing body of scholarly and academic research literature.
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COMEDY
IS A MAN IN TROUBLE

Slapstick in American Movies

Alan Dale

University of Minnesota Press / Minneapolis London

Exhibit 6
their stars and directors by concentrating on the scripts, and slapstick fell out of fashion in favor of romantic screwball comedies (which did, all the same, incorporate physical knockabout). There were still slapstick careers in the talkies, but Buster Keaton’s pictures at MGM, Joe E. Brown’s at Warner Brothers, Wheeler and Woolsey’s pictures and Leon Errol and Lupe Velez’s hit-and-miss teamings at RKO, the Three Stooges’ shorts and Arthur Lake’s Blondie feature series at Columbia, the Hope and Crosby Road series and the Martin and Lewis pictures Hal Wallis released through Paramount, and Donald O’Connor’s Francis series at Universal were all profitable relative to low costs, and as Lloyd pointed out, visual comedy is the most expensive kind when done with care. Eddie Cantor’s and Danny Kaye’s extravaganzas for Goldwyn and some of Red Skelton’s MGM musicals had big budgets, but the investment didn’t go for improvisational shooting to make the comedy fresher. Only the insanely fertile MGM and Warner Brothers cartoon units were able to manufacture first-rate slapstick on next to no money. Yet even the low-budget live-action comedies were genuinely popular—it’s clear that the appetite for slapstick remains robust regardless of the quality of what’s available to satisfy it.

With this history sketched out, you still want to know what slapstick is. To start, you can look for coherence in the kinds of gags. M. Willson Disher claimed that there are only six kinds of jokes—falls, blows, surprise, knavery, mimicry, stupidity. They all play a part, but for comedy to register as slapstick, you need only the fall and its flip side, the blow. (The importance of the blow is evident in the adoption of the term “slapstick,” since that’s what a slapstick was for.) In their iconic form, the fall is caused by a banana peel, and the blow is translated into a pie in the face. Thus the essence of a slapstick gag is a physical assault on, or collapse of, the hero’s dignity; as a corollary, the loss of dignity by itself can result in our identifying with the victim. The mishap can be heightened by the plot—it’s worse if the hero’s late for his wedding than if he’s just out strolling—but that’s a difference of degree, not of kind.

However, many of the most intriguing gags have more complex perceptual or emotional resonance. There is, for instance, the disproportion of Buster Keaton in a rowboat trying to tow an ocean liner in the 1924 feature The Navigator, a superexaggeration of the hero’s obliviousness and ineffectuality, and neither fall nor blow. But a fall itself may point to something else; for instance, the hero’s unawareness of a standing circumstance, as in the 1936 talkie The Milky Way when Harold Lloyd, arms spread as if embracing life, springs toward the
Mr. Rod Kovel  
2116 Merrick Avenue  
Merrick, NY 11566

RE: "Meeting" - violation of sec. 2c, 2d, and 4d of the Beer Institute Advertising and Marketing Code

Dear Mr. Kovel:

Thank you for using the Code Compliance Review process. You complain that the “Meeting” television ad violates sections 2c, 2d, and 4d of the Beer Institute Member Guidelines.

The board carefully considered your entire complaint while reviewing the ad itself. Our process allows us ample time and access to evaluate the impact of this ad on the viewer and discuss our individual reactions in the context of your complaint.

Section 2c states: “Beer advertising and marketing materials should not portray persons lacking control over their behavior, movement, or speech as a result of consuming beer or in any way suggest that such conduct is acceptable.” The Code Compliance Review Board (CCRB) feels that everyone in the advertisement is in control of their behavior. Section 2c prohibits the use of people who are intoxicated from participating in advertisements. It is the unanimous opinion of the CCRB that “Meeting” does not portray intoxicated people and, as a result, it is the unanimous opinion of the CCRB that “Meeting” does not violate section 2c of the code.

Section 2d of the code states “Beer advertising and marketing materials should not portray or imply illegal activity of any kind by an individual prior to, during, or after the individual consumes, purchases, or is served beer, unless the portrayal or implication of illegal activity is a basic element or feature of a parody or spoof and is readily identifiable as such.”

The Beer Institute Guidelines state (section 1) that “In applying these guidelines, creative elements are to be considered in the overall context of the advertisement or marketing materials. Humor, parody, satire, and all other advertising themes and devices should be readily identifiable as such by reasonable adults of legal drinking age.”

It is the position of the CCRB that the contents of “Meeting” were “readily identifiable” by “reasonable adults of legal drinking age” to be a clear example of “humor, parody and satire.” As a result, it is the unanimous opinion of the CCRB that “Meeting” does not violate section 2d of the Code.
Finally, the CCRB unanimously concludes that “Meeting” does not violate section 4d. This section of the code prohibits the use of beer advertising that “represent that individuals cannot obtain social, professional, educational, athletic, or financial success or status without beer consumption.” “Meeting” does not make this claim and, as a result, does not violate section 4d.

The CCRB spent a considerable amount of time reviewing the advertisement; studying the code sections in question; and debating the allegations of your complaint against the response of the brewer. My colleagues on the CCRB authorized me to advise you and the brewer that this was a case fraught with questions and argument. The debate anchors on whether the “parody or spoof” language of sections 1 and 2d will always be a defense to allegations of violation of 2d or 4d. The short answer is no. In this case, the advertisement is clearly a spoof or parody, but such may not always be true if the advertisement crosses the line. This time it did not.

The findings of the Board are final. They will be communicated to the company responsible for the advertisement cited in the complaint. Findings will be publicly available on the Beer Institute's web site and published in an annual report. This correspondence will conclude the complaint and review process.

Though the Board did not share your position on a violation of the guidelines, we appreciate your informed use of the review process.

Sincerely,

William H. Cunningham
Chairman

cc: CCRB Board Members:
MS. Rory Davies
Mr. Paul Summers